Interactive Visualization of 160 Years’ Global Hurricane Trajectory Data
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Figure 1: Interface of our hurricane visualization tool. (a) Spatial view showing geometrical trajectory information; (b) Temporal views of ThemeRiver and scatterplots; (c) Parallel coordinates plot showing multiple properties of the multi-dimensional data; (d) Time sliders for two-level
time range selection; (e) Control panel for system parameter settings and data classification.

A BSTRACT
We present an interactive visualization for the exploration of global
hurricane tracks data, collected during 1851 to 2009. Linked perspectives with smooth interaction are provided, which enable powerful data selection and inspection.
Keywords: Linked view, Spatiotemporal, Multi-dimensional visualization, Hurricane visualization, Trajectory visualization
Index Terms: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and
techniques—Interaction Techniques; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces
and Presentation]: User Interfaces—Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI)
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I NTRODUCTION

Due to the huge destructive power of hurricane, research on it is
always a hot spot. While complex models have been built up in an
attempt to understand the inherent mechanism and to predict the trajectory, visualization helps as a complement which offers intuitive
understanding and possible insights. As lots of visualization works
focus on illustrating the details of an individual hurricane [5], there
are also systems visualizing hurricane tracks records over a long period of time thanks to the rich observation and simulation data available. The latter is valuable, since thousands of tracks collectively
may show common patterns and reveal outliers. Hurricanewatch [2]
is an online browser, which provides an interface for visualization
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of hurricane tracks since 1950. Slingsby et.al. [7] have designed
an interactive tool allowing the exploration, validation and presentation of hundreds of years of simulated storm tracks. Both of the
two works already have loosely-linked spatiotemporal perspectives
with some multi-dimensional information, but their selection and
filtering functions are rather limited. In this work, we offer powerful selection and filtering functions for data exploration, in addition
to a fully linked-perspective visualization of the hurricane data.
2 DATA D ESCRIPTION
Our best-track dataset is obtained from the website of Unisys company [1], which includes the hurricane data all over the world during 1851 to 2009. However, before 1945, only records in Atlantic
are available. This dataset has 6445 trajectories, each composed of
26 observations on average. Every observation includes the spatial position (in latitude and longitude), time and properties (wind
speed, pressure and level in the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale).
The rich information contained in this dataset will be valuable if
extracted and studied by proper tools.
3 D ESIGN
Based on the nature of the hurricane track dataset, we design a visualization system (Figure 1) to observe and analyze the data in
three linked perspectives: spatial, temporal and multi-dimensional,
aiming to study the patterns and abnormalities of the data. The
system is an extension of our previous work, TripVista [3], which
was originally developed for visual analysis of traffic data at a road
intersection, with only necessary modifications. Although most
of the design philosophy is inherited from [3], we still present it
here for completeness. The spatial perspective provided by spatial
view offers the most intuitive and most important geometry information, which is essential for understanding hurricane movement in

Figure 2: Error detection: A hurricane trajectory with an apparent
outlier observation point;

Figure 3: Temporal pattern of the number of hurricane tracks for the
lastest 30 years.

Figure 4: Selecting interesting hurricane tracks: Upper: Most powerful hurricanes in the west pacific; Lower: A hurricane with high wind
speed, complex trajectory and long activity distance after landing.

physical space. As hurricane movement is time-varying, observation along the temporal axis is vital for identifying corresponding
patterns, such as the periodicity and unusually active years. The
ThemeRiver [4] and scatterplots are designed for temporal observation. In addition to spatiotemporal properties, multi-dimensional
attributes which are important in the investigation of the formation,
development and dissipation of hurricanes are explored in parallel
coordinates [6], which include: startTime (time of the first observation), totalTime (duration of the track record), maxCategory (level
in the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale), avgMvSpeed (average moving speed of the hurricane eye), maxWindSpeed, distance (the total
length of the hurricane track), angleChange (the sum of the turning
angles of the hurricane track), classification (a geographical classification). Linking the above views is a design of consequence. Any
separation of the three perspectives will lead to incomplete or false
understanding. Convenient interaction is provided among all views
and is linked together, which includes common click and brush, as
well as two-level timeslider.

(Figure 4(b)). This hurricane moved along a complex trajectory,
which is an interesting phenomenon, but probably not good news
for inhabitants there, since it adds difficulty for hurricane trajectory
prediction.

4 R ESULTS
As most of the best-track hurricane data was collected and imported
manually in old days, errors are inevitable. Thus, cleaning the data
is the first issue, which is relatively easy with our visualization system, since erroneous tracks usually present abnormal patterns. For
example, the red circle in Figure 2 shows a hurricane trajectory with
an apparent outlier observation point . The visualization result after
error cleaning is shown in Figure 1.
Temporal pattern can be visualized by ThemeRiver(Figure 3,
which shows apparent seasonality in the hurricanes activity. Year
1995 seems to be an unusually active year, esp. in the west pacific
area represented by brown river.
The most powerful hurricanes (with level = hurricane5) in the
west pacific can be selected by parallel coordinates, and visualized
in the spatial view, with the wind speed mapped as color in a yellow to red scale (Figure 4(a)). It can be observed that the strongest
parts of the hurricanes are in the ocean, and the wind speed decreases dramatically after landing. Among all tracks selected, one
hurricane enters the continent so deeply that it reaches Mongolia.
This is ”Super Typhoon #8” in 1972, which is further picked out

5 F URTHER AND O NGOING W ORK
Work is ongoing and the tool is still being developed. Local ring
slices, which are partial ring sliders [3] with more freedom in
shapes will be added to enhance the selection and filtering ability
of our system . More application cases are to be developed, such as
spatial clustering detection and the observation of formation, development and dissipation of hurricanes. We are also looking forward
to have a formal user study with domain experts. Our work will be
deployed on our tiled display wall for demonstration and education.
6 C ONCLUSION
We have designed an interactive visualization for hurricane data,
which supports data exploration on three linked perspectives: spatial, temporal and multi-dimensional. Further design and evaluation
will be conducted to enhance our system.
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